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Technopolises 1983
Three Portraits Ivan Sergeevich Turgenev
2014-03-11 Ivan Sergeyevich Turgenev
November 9 [O.S. October 28] 1818 - September
3, 1883) was a Russian novelist, short story
writer, and playwright. His ﬁrst major publication,
a short story collection entitled A Sportsman's
Sketches (1852), was a milestone of Russian
Realism, and his novel Fathers and Sons (1862) is
regarded as one of the major works of 19thcentury ﬁction. Ivan Sergeyevich Turgenev was
born into a family of Russian land-owners in
Oryol, Russia, on November 9, 1818 (October 28
Old Style). His father, Sergei Nikolaevich
Turgenev, a colonel in the Russian cavalry, was a
chronic philanderer. Ivan's mother, Varvara
Petrovna Lutovinova, was a wealthy heiress, who
had an unhappy childhood and suﬀered in her
marriage. Ivan's father died when Ivan was
sixteen, leaving him and his brother Nicolas to be
brought up by their abusive mother. Ivan's
childhood was a lonely one, in constant fear of
his mother who beat him often. After the
standard schooling for a son of a gentleman,
Turgenev studied for one year at the University
of Moscow and then moved to the University of
Saint Petersburg from 1834 to 1837, focusing on
Classics, Russian literature, and philology. He
then studied, from 1838 until 1841, at the
University of Berlin to study philosophy,
particularly Hegel, and history. He returned to
Saint Petersburg to complete his master's
examination. Turgenev was impressed with
German society and returned home believing
that Russia could best improve itself by
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incorporating ideas from the Age of
Enlightenment. Like many of his educated
contemporaries, he was particularly opposed to
serfdom. In 1841, Turgenev started his career in
Russian civil service and spent two years working
for the Ministry of Interior (1843-1845). When
Turgenev was a child, a family serf had read to
him verses from the Rossiad of Mikhail
Kheraskov, a celebrated poet of the 18th century.
Turgenev's early attempts in literature, poems,
and sketches gave indications of genius and were
favorably spoken of by Vissarion Belinsky, then
the leading Russian literary critic. During the
latter part of his life, Turgenev did not reside
much in Russia: he lived either at Baden-Baden
or Paris, often in proximity to the family of the
celebrated opera singer Pauline Viardot, with
whom he had a lifelong aﬀair.
Dialogic Education and Technology Rupert
Wegerif 2007-11-07 Discusses about using
technology to draw people into the kind of
dialogues which take them beyond themselves
into learning, thinking and creativity. This book
reveals key characteristics of learning dialogues
and demonstrates ways in which computers and
networks can deepen, enrich and expand such
dialogues.
Forest Entomology Lalit Kumar Jha 2012
Cultural and Linguistic Minorities in the Russian
Federation and the European Union Heiko F.
Marten 2015-01-06 This is the ﬁrst
comprehensive volume to compare the
sociolinguistic situations of minorities in Russia
and in Western Europe. As such, it provides
insight into language policies, the ethnolinguistic
vitality and the struggle for reversal of language
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shift, language revitalization and empowerment
of minorities in Russia and the European Union.
The volume shows that, even though largely
unknown to a broader English-reading audience,
the linguistic composition of Russia is by no
means less diverse than multilingualism in the
EU. It is therefore a valuable introduction into the
historical backgrounds and current linguistic,
social and legal aﬀairs with regard to Russia’s
manifold ethnic and linguistic minorities,
mirrored on the discussion of recent issues in a
number of well-known Western European
minority situations.
Capital Fundamentalism, Economic
Development, and Economic Growth Robert
Graham King 1994
Asia in Transition Arpita Basu Roy 2015-12-15
Asia as an idea has been constantly evolving and
changing over the years making the conception
of an integrated Asia hard to deﬁne. Asia is
rather a conglomeration of diverse regions and
the idea of an Asian "culture" and a set of Asian
"values" as a singularly deﬁned coherent
alternative does not exist. Similarly, Asia does
not adhere to a particular notion of an ideal
state. The "Asian Century" was essentially
formulated on the basis of developments in
certain parts of Asia-the remarkable economic
growth in East and South East Asia; the emerging
signiﬁcance of China and India in global aﬀairs
and the rapid positive demographic trends as
compared to those in the rest of the world. Asia's
success story, however, has overlooked failed
states, struggling economies, dysfunctional
infrastructures and disparities in the distribution
of resources. Large parts of Asia continue to be
mired in issues of sectarian violence,
governance, legitimacy, dignity and security of
human life, racism and intolerance-all in a stark
contrast to the expectations of Asia as an
emerging model. Based on the projections of the
Asian performance in various spheres, the papers
in this volume engage with a number of issues
like pan-Asianism, reform movements across
Asia, routes and roads, infrastructure and
technological development, leadership and
legitimacy, governance and institutions and the
rise of China.
The Diversiﬁed Employment of China's Armed
Forces Information Oﬃce State Council
2014-12-17 NA
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Post-Imperium Dmitri V. Trenin 2011-08-01 The
war in Georgia. Tensions with Ukraine and other
nearby countries. Moscow's bid to consolidate its
"zone of privileged interests" among the
Commonwealth of Independent States. These
volatile situations all raise questions about the
nature of and prospects for Russia's relations
with its neighbors. In this book, Carnegie scholar
Dmitri Trenin argues that Moscow needs to drop
the notion of creating an exclusive power center
out of the post-Soviet space. Like other former
European empires, Russia will need to reinvent
itself as a global player and as part of a wider
community. Trenin's vision of Russia is an open
Euro-Paciﬁc country that is savvy in its use of soft
power and fully reconciled with its former
borderlands and dependents. He acknowledges
that this scenario may sound too optimistic but
warns that the alternative is not a new version of
the historic empire but instead is the ultimate
marginalization of Russia.
After the Deluge Daniel Treisman 2001
Explains why Russia does not dissolve into
independent countries
Innovation-Based Development of the
Mineral Resources Sector: Challenges and
Prospects Vladimir Litvinenko 2018-10-11
Innovation-Based Development of the Mineral
Resources Sector: Challenges and Prospects
contains the contributions presented at the XI
Russian-German Raw Materials Conference
(Potsdam, Germany, 7-8 November 2018). The
Russian-German Raw Materials Conference is
held within the framework of the “Permanent
Russian-German Forum on the Issues of the Use
of Raw Materials”, which has as goals to develop
new approaches to eﬀectively use energy,
mineral and renewable natural resources and to
initiate cooperation in the ﬁeld of sustainability
and environmental protection. The contributions
cover current trends in the development of raw
materials markets and the world economy, the
state of the environment and new technologies
applied in the sector, eﬀectively responding to
modern challenges. The 63 accepted papers are
grouped into four main sections: • Mineral
exploration and mining • Mining services •
Processing of raw materials • Other InnovationBased Development of the Mineral Resources
Sector: Challenges and Prospects will be of
interest to academics and researchers involved
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in the mineral resources sector, but also to
professionals in the public, foreign trade and
education ﬁelds, and representatives of major
corporations and professional associations.
The International Critical Thinking Reading and
Writing Test Richard Paul 2019-06-01 This essaybased test assesses the extent to which students
have acquired the reading and writing abilities
required for skilled analysis and evaluation.
Developed by the Foundation for Critical
Thinking, the test is designed for secondary and
higher education students and fosters close
reading and substantive writing abilities.
Multifunctional landscapes Ülo Mander 2003
Building Capitalism Anders Åslund 2002
Factors Inﬂuencing Individual Taxpayer
Compliance Behaviour Ken Devos 2013-09-30
This volume provides a comprehensive analysis
of why taxpayers behave the way they do. It
reveals the motivations for why some taxpayers
comply with the law while others choose not to
comply. Given the current global ﬁnancial climate
there is a need for governments worldwide to
increase their revenue collections via improving
taxpayer compliance. Research into what shapes
and inﬂuences taxpayer behavior is critical in
that any marginal improvement in understanding
and dealing with this behavior can potentially
have a dramatic impact upon government
revenue. Based on Australian data derived from
the data bases of the Australian Taxation Oﬃce
as an example, this book presents ﬁndings that
provide lessons for tax systems around the world.
Regardless of the type of tax system in place,
taxpayers of all nationalities are concerned about
how their tax authorities deal with noncompliance and in particular how the tax
authorities go about encouraging compliance and
ensuring a fair tax system for all. The book
presents empirical evidence concerning taxpayer
compliance behavior with particular attention
being drawn to the moral values of taxpayers,
the perceived fairness of the tax system and the
deterrent measures undertaken by revenue
authorities which inﬂuence that behavior. Other
issues examined include the degree to which tax
penalties operate as an eﬀective deterrent to
curbing behavior and how taxpayers' level of
general tax knowledge and awareness also
impacts upon their actions.
The Russian Economy Under Putin Torbjörn
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Becker 2020-06-30 This book presents a
comprehensive view of the state of the Russian
economy under President Putin. Overall, the book
provides a basis for understanding what has
been going on in the Russian economy under
President Putin and what the future may look
like.
Aleut Grammar Knut Bergsland 1997 The aim of
this grammar is to analyze in some detail the
mechanisms of the Aleut language as
represented by older speakers and by earlier
sources, and is intended for both students of
Aleut and linguists in general. An introductory
chapter gives background on the language's
history, linguistic documentation, Aleut dialects,
and outside inﬂuences. Subsequent chapters
address these topics: phonology (phonemes,
phonotactics, internal and external sandhi,
contours, and expressive features); morphology
(inﬂection and word classes,
derivation/postbases); and syntax (subject and
predicate, object, oblique terms, addition and
removal of terms, construction of indeﬁniteness,
noun phrases, temporal adverbials, verb phrases,
conjoined predicates, clauses of purpose, linked
clauses, anterior, conditional, participle clauses,
report clauses, sentence connections). Some
crucial structural diﬀerences from the cognate
Eskimo language are discussed in the ﬁnal
chapter. (Contains 52 references.) (MSE)
IMPACT OF MODERNITY ON SCIENCE AND
PRACTICE 2020-04-13 Abstracts of XII
International Scientiﬁc and Practical Conference
Civil Society, Social Change, and a New Popular
Education in Russia W. John Morgan 2018-10-03
Civil Society, Social Change and a New Popular
Education in Russia is a detailed account of
contemporary issues that draws upon recent
survey research conducted by the Institute of
Sociology, Russian Academy of Sciences, as well
as from secondary published work in both
Russian and English. The book explores how
social change and developments in civil society
are occurring in Russia and the role played by a
new popular education. The right to lifelong
learning is guaranteed by the Russian state, as it
was by the Soviet Union, where formal education,
based on communist ideology, emphasised the
needs of the state over those of individuals. In
practice a wide range of educational needs,
many of which relate to coping with changing
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economic, social and technological
circumstances, are being met by nongovernmental providers, including commercial
companies, self-help groups, and community and
neighbourhood clubs. This book discusses how
this new popular education is both an example of
developing civil society and stimulates its further
development. However, as the book points out, it
is also part of a growing educational divide,
where motivated, articulate people take
advantage of new opportunities, while
disadvantaged groups such as the unemployed
and the rural poor continue to be excluded.
The Role of Technology in CSCL Ulrich H. Hoppe
2007-06-26 This book relates contemporary
information and communication technologies
(ICT) to their speciﬁc teaching and learning
functions, including how ICT is appropriated for
and by educational or learning communities. The
technological "hot spots" of interest in this book
include: groupware or multi-user technologies
such as group archives or synchronous coconstruction environments, embedded
interactive technologies in the spirit of ubiquitous
computing, and modeling tools based on rich
representations.
Darkness at Dawn David Satter 2003-01-01
Recounting in detail the development of a new
era of repression, the author examines the
fraudulent investment schemes, massive
corruption & the intrusion of organized crime that
has led to criminal involvement at every level of
Russian society & administration.
Mr. Putin Fiona Hill 2015-02-02 From the KGB to
the Kremlin: a multidimensional portrait of the
man at war with the West. Where do Vladimir
Putin's ideas come from? How does he look at the
outside world? What does he want, and how far is
he willing to go? The great lesson of the outbreak
of World War I in 1914 was the danger of
misreading the statements, actions, and
intentions of the adversary. Today, Vladimir Putin
has become the greatest challenge to European
security and the global world order in decades.
Russia's 8,000 nuclear weapons underscore the
huge risks of not understanding who Putin is.
Featuring ﬁve new chapters, this new edition
dispels potentially dangerous misconceptions
about Putin and oﬀers a clear-eyed look at his
objectives. It presents Putin as a reﬂection of
deeply ingrained Russian ways of thinking as well
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as his unique personal background and
experience. Praise for the ﬁrst edition If you want
to begin to understand Russia today, read this
book. —Sir John Scarlett, former chief of the
British Secret Intelligence Service (MI6) For
anyone wishing to understand Russia's evolution
since the breakup of the Soviet Union and its
trajectory since then, the book you hold in your
hand is an essential guide.—John McLaughlin,
former deputy director of U.S. Central
Intelligence Of the many biographies of Vladimir
Putin that have appeared in recent years, this
one is the most useful. —Foreign Aﬀairs This is
not just another Putin biography. It is a
psychological portrait. —The Financial Times Q:
Do you have time to read books? If so, which
ones would you recommend? "My goodness, let's
see. There's Mr. Putin, by Fiona Hill and Cliﬀord
Gaddy. Insightful." —Vice President Joseph Biden
in Joe Biden: The Rolling Stone Interview.
Entangled Histories Dan Ben-Canaan 2013-10-29
The authors of this book focus on transcultural
entanglements in Manchuria during the ﬁrst half
of the twentieth century. Manchuria, as Western
historiography commonly designates the three
northeastern provinces of China, was a politically,
culturally and economically contested region. In
the late nineteenth century, the region became
the centre of competing Russian, Chinese and
Japanese interests, thereby also attracting global
attention. The coexistence of people with
diﬀerent nationalities, ethnicities and cultures in
Manchuria was rarely if ever harmoniously
balanced or static. On the contrary, interactions
were both dynamic and complex. Semi-colonial
experiences aﬀected the people’s living
conditions, status and power relations. The
transcultural negotiations between all population
groups across borders of all kinds are the subject
of this book. The chapters of this volume shed
light on various entangled histories in areas such
as administration, the economy, ideas,
ideologies, culture, media and daily life.
Time- and Strata-Bound Ore Deposits D.D.
Klemm 2012-12-06 The problem of time-and
strata-bound formation of ore deposits has during
the past decade become one of the most
debated topics in cur rent international
discussion. Due to the amazing results of modern
mineral exploration and world-wide geophysical
research, the mutual relationship between the
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complex geological history pf a crustal seg ment
and the development of distinct metallogenic
provinces (ore belts) has received much interest.
Reviewing the earth's history in this light one can
now recognize metallogenic epochs even of
global range which document the existence of
world-wide time-bound ore enrich ments. The
knowledge of these metallogenetic processes has
been growing step by step for several decades. It
began with simple observations and sceptic
interpretations, which at ﬁrst threw heretical spot
lights on to the ediﬁces of the prevailing theories
on granitic diﬀerentiation as the favoured source
of ore deposits. It was obvious that the new ideas
at ﬁrst referred to ore enrichments in
sedimentary sequences, nowadays summarized
under the term strata-bound, and mainly
interpreted as stratiform or sedimentary ore
deposits. Moreover, the modern term "stratabound" also includes ore mineralizations which
are bound to distinct units of layered (intrusive or
extrusive) igneous complexes as a general
descriptive term without genetical restriction!
Albert Maucher is one of the representatives of
the initial era who discussed these genetical
questions critically in the decade before the 2nd
World War.
Vesicular Diseases 1997
Ukraine-Related Sanctions (Us Oﬃce of
Foreign Assets Control Regulation) (Ofac)
(2018 Edition) The Law Library 2018-12-06 The
Law Library presents the complete text of the
Ukraine-Related Sanctions (US Oﬃce of Foreign
Assets Control Regulation) (OFAC) (2018 Edition).
Updated as of May 29, 2018 The Department of
the Treasury's Oﬃce of Foreign Assets Control
("OFAC") is issuing regulations to implement
Executive Order 13660 of March 6, 2014
("Blocking Property of Certain Persons
Contributing to the Situation in Ukraine"),
Executive Order 13661 of March 17, 2014
("Blocking Property of Additional Persons
Contributing to the Situation in Ukraine"), and
Executive Order 13662 of March 20, 2014
("Blocking Property of Additional Persons
Contributing to the Situation in Ukraine"). OFAC
intends to supplement this part 589 with a more
comprehensive set of regulations, which may
include additional interpretive and deﬁnitional
guidance and additional general licenses and
statements of licensing policy. This ebook
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contains: - The complete text of the UkraineRelated Sanctions (US Oﬃce of Foreign Assets
Control Regulation) (OFAC) (2018 Edition) - A
dynamic table of content linking to each section A table of contents in introduction presenting a
general overview of the structure
The Role of Productivity, Transportation
Costs, and Barriers to Intersectoral Mobility
in Structural Transformation Cem Karayalcin
2015-04-30 The process of economic
development is characterized by substantial
reallocations of resources across sectors. In this
paper, we construct a multi-sector model in
which there are barriers to the movement of
labor from low-productivity traditional agriculture
to modern sectors. With the barrier in place, we
show that improvements in productivity in
modern sectors (including agriculture) or
reductions in transportation costs may lead to a
rise in agricultural employment and through
terms-oftrade eﬀects may harm subsistence
farmers if the traditional subsistence sector is
larger than a critical level. This suggests that
policy advice based on the earlier literature
needs to be revised. Reducing barriers to
mobility (through reductions in the cost of skill
acquisition and institutional changes) and
improving the productivity of subsistence farmers
needs to precede policies designed to increase
the productivity of modern sectors or decrease
transportation costs.
The Philosophy of Law and Legal Science
V.P. Salnikov 2018-10-01 The book explores a
variety of problems connected to philosophy and
philosophy of law. It discusses the problem of
monism-pluralism in philosophy and philosophy
of law, criticizes philosophy of post-positivism
and postmodernism, and investigates dialectics
as a universal global methodological basis of
scientiﬁc cognition and philosophy of law. The
volume also pays particular attention to
contemporary legal education, oﬀering potential
solutions to problems in this ﬁeld. The book is the
result of a range of sociological studies
conducted both in Russia and abroad concerning
the legal process and legal consciousness.
Beyond Frozen Conﬂict Thomas de Waal
2021-03-15 This book is the ﬁrst to give an up-todate account of all ﬁve unresolved conﬂicts of
the post-Soviet space in Eastern Europe in an
analytically consistent manner.
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UNCTAD Handbook of Statistics 2019 United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD) 2019-12-10 This publication was ﬁrst
launched in 1967. Over the past 50 years, the
handbook has evolved to incorporate new
statistics and ensure that readers have access to
the best possible information available. This
edition continues in this tradition and introduces
'nowcasted' estimates for total merchandised
trade, total services trade and GDP on a
worldwide basis.
House of Trump, House of Putin Craig Unger
2018-08-14 THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
“The story Unger weaves with those earlier
accounts and his original reporting is fresh,
illuminating and more alarming than the
intelligence channel described in the Steele
dossier.”—The Washington Post House of Trump,
House of Putin oﬀers the ﬁrst comprehensive
investigation into the decades-long relationship
among Donald Trump, Vladimir Putin, and the
Russian Maﬁa that ultimately helped win Trump
the White House. It is a chilling story that begins
in the 1970s, when Trump made his ﬁrst splash
in the booming, money-drenched world of New
York real estate, and ends with Trump’s
inauguration as president of the United States.
That moment was the culmination of Vladimir
Putin’s long mission to undermine Western
democracy, a mission that he and his handselected group of oligarchs and Maﬁa kingpins
had ensnared Trump in, starting more than
twenty years ago with the massive bailout of a
string of sensational Trump hotel and casino
failures in Atlantic City. This book conﬁrms the
most incredible American paranoias about
Russian malevolence. To most, it will be a hairraising revelation that the Cold War did not end
in 1991—that it merely evolved, with Trump’s
apartments oﬀering the perfect vehicle for
billions of dollars to leave the collapsing Soviet
Union. In House of Trump, House of Putin, Craig
Unger methodically traces the deep-rooted
alliance between the highest echelons of
American political operatives and the biggest
players in the frightening underworld of the
Russian Maﬁa. He traces Donald Trump’s sordid
ascent from foundering real estate tycoon to
leader of the free world. He traces Russia’s
phoenix like rise from the ashes of the post–Cold
War Soviet Union as well as its ceaseless covert
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eﬀorts to retaliate against the West and reclaim
its status as a global superpower. Without Trump,
Russia would have lacked a key component in its
attempts to return to imperial greatness. Without
Russia, Trump would not be president. This
essential book is crucial to understanding the
real powers at play in the shadows of today’s
world. The appearance of key ﬁgures in this
book—Paul Manafort, Michael Cohen, and Felix
Sater to name a few—ring with haunting
signiﬁcance in the wake of Robert Mueller’s
report and as others continue to close in on the
truth.
Russia's Regional Identities Edith W. Clowes
2018-01-17 Contemporary Russia is often viewed
as a centralised regime based in Moscow, with
dependent provinces, made subservient by
Putin’s policies limiting regional autonomy. This
book, however, demonstrates that beyond this
largely political view, by looking at Russia’s
regions more in cultural and social terms, a quite
diﬀerent picture emerges, of a Russia rich in
variety, with diﬀerent regional identities,
cultures, traditions and memories. The book
explores how identities are formed and rethought
in contemporary Russia, and outlines the nature
of particular regional identities, from Siberia and
the Urals to southern Russia, from the Russian
heartland to the non-Russian republics.
Trade and Development Report 2019 United
Nations Publications 2019-11-18 This report
examines diﬀerent aspects of the nature and role
of international trade in the era of
hyperglobalization and considers related policy
challenges that will need to be addressed if trade
is to contribute to a more stable and inclusive
global economic order. It provides authoritative
data and analysis on trade, investment, ﬁnance
and technology. Beyond tailored analysis and
policy recommendations, such research also
generates global standards that govern
responsible sovereign lending and borrowing,
investment, entrepreneurship, competition and
consumer protection and trade rules.
History of Multicultural Education: Teachers
and teacher education Carl A. Grant 2008 This
benchmark 6-volume set documents, analyzes,
and critiques a comprehensive body of research
on the history of multicultural education in the
U.S. The volumes reﬂect the tenets of
multicultural education, its history, its present,
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and individuals whose work has contributed
signiﬁcantly to equity and social justice for all
citizens. By collecting and providing a framework
for key publications spanning the last 30-40
years, this set provides a means of
understanding and visualizing the development,
implementation, and interpretation of
multicultural education in American society. The
volumes do not promote any one scholar's or
group's vision of multicultural education, but
include conﬂicting ideals that inform multiple
interpretations. Each volume contains archival
documents organized around a speciﬁc theme:
Conceptual Frameworks and Curricular Content;
Foundations and Stratiﬁcations; Instruction and
Assessment; Policy and Governance; Students
and Student Achievement; Teachers and Teacher
Education. The historical time line within each
volume illustrates the progression of research
and theory on its theme and encourages readers
to reﬂect on the changes in language and
thinking concerning educational scholarship in
that area.
Grand Strategies and the Northern
Dimension of European Security Henrikki
Heikka 2003
Urania Christoph August Tiedge 1818
Tourism Management Clare Inkson 2018-03-12
An introductory text that gives its reader a strong
understanding of the dimensions of tourism, the
industries of which it is comprised, the issues
that aﬀect its success, and the management of
its impact on destination economies,
environments and communities. Now in a full
colour design, the new edition features a clear
focus on the issues aﬀecting 21st century
tourism, providing students with extensive
coverage on the eﬀects of globalisation and
global conﬂict; sustainability and climate change;
developments in digital technology and the rise
of the sharing economy. International casestudies and snapshots (mini-case studies) are
used throughout and have been taken from
around the globe, including the US, China,
Russia, Gambia, Bhutan, Cuba, Singapore, New
Zealand, Australia, Caribbean, Canada and the
UK, and from companies including TUI, Airbnb
and Marriot. The accompanying Online Resources
include PowerPoint slides and an Instructor's
Manual for lecturers and additional case studies,
useful video links, and web links for students.
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Suitable for students new to tourism studies.
Pavlin Nikolaj Leskov 2013-01-01 Velikij russkij
pisatel' N. S. Leskov stremilsya v svoem
tvorchestve postignut' zhizn' raznyh klassov,
sotsial'nyh grupp, soslovij Rossii, sozdat'
mnogokrasochnyj, slozhnyj, vo mnogom esche ne
izuchennyj obraz vsej strany v odin iz samyh
trudnyh periodov ee suschestvovaniya.
Abelard to Apple Richard A. Demillo
2011-08-26 How institutions of higher learning
can rescue themselves from irrelevance and
marginalization in the age of iTunes U and
YouTube EDU. The vast majority of American
college students attend two thousand or so
private and public institutions that might be
described as the Middle—reputable educational
institutions, but not considered equal to the elite
and entrenched upper echelon of the Ivy League
and other prestigious schools. Richard DeMillo
has a warning for these colleges and universities
in the Middle: If you do not change, you are
heading for irrelevance and marginalization. In
Abelard to Apple, DeMillo argues that these
institutions, clinging precariously to a centuriesold model of higher education, are ignoring the
social, historical, and economic forces at work in
today's world. In the age of iTunes, open source
software, and for-proﬁt online universities, there
are new rules for higher education. DeMillo, who
has spent years in both academia and in
industry, explains how higher education arrived
at its current parlous state and oﬀers a road map
for the twenty-ﬁrst century. He describes the
evolving model for higher education, from
European universities based on a medieval model
to American land-grant colleges to Apple's iTunes
U and MIT's OpenCourseWare. He oﬀers ten rules
to help colleges reinvent themselves (including
“Don't romanticize your weaknesses”) and
argues for a focus on teaching undergraduates.
DeMillo's message—for colleges and universities,
students, alumni, parents, employers, and
politicians—is that any college or university can
change course if it deﬁnes a compelling value
proposition (one not based in “institutional envy”
of Harvard and Berkeley) and imagines an
institution that delivers it.
Understanding Energy Security in Central and
Eastern Europe Wojciech Ostrowski 2018-04-09
The purpose of this book is to move beyond the
approach which views energy as a purely
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geopolitical tool of the Russian state and
assumes a 'one size ﬁts all' approach to energy
security in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE). It
argues that in order to fully understand Russian
involvement in the regional energy complex, the
CEE-Russian energy relationship should be
analysed in the context of the political and
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economic transitions that Russia and the CEE
states underwent. The chapters on individual
countries in the book demonstrate that, although
Russia has and will continue to play a substantial
role in the CEE energy sector, the scope of its
possible inﬂuence has been overstated.
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